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Emotional Mechanics 
Performing Paradigm Scenarios in Video Games 
 
Most video games provide players with recurrent themes of conflict, social exchange or competition that are 
based on “paradigm scenarios” (de Sousa 1987) which structure our knowledge and interpretation of emotional 
situations. Drawing on this concept we will scrutinize relevant aesthetics of video games. In our paper we will 
discuss how paradigm scenarios such as the ‘hunter-prey scenario’ structure the mechanics of popular video 
games as well as their play on a basic level. 
 

Over the last decade video games have become one of the most rapidly growing forms of 

entertainment media which have captured a similar market size as the movie box office and music 

sales. Driven by increasingly powerful microprocessor technologies and graphic engines most major 

games tend to simulate elaborate and complex environments while relying on a relatively small set of 

prototypic themes, settings and game mechanics. As has been argued in the context of genre films 

(Grodal 1997; 2009), these recurrent themes can be seen to address challenges and conflicts that – 

from an evolutionary point of view – are central to human biology and culture. But not only do video 

games address these themes, they also communicate strategies of coping with them by enforcing 

specific forms of behavior through the game’s interaction mechanics and its reward system (Klevjer 

2006). Finally, as most video games require dozens of hours of playing time they need to design 

these recurrent conflicts as aesthetic experiences that address players on a wide range of cognitive, 

affective and bodily levels to encourage long-term involvement. 

In our paper we argue that video games confront players with recurrent themes which can be 

described as paradigm scenarios (de Sousa 1987), as predominantly culturally influenced cognitive 

scripts, structuring our knowledge and interpretation of emotional situations. We draw on this 

concept to identify aesthetic mechanics that structure popular video games and the experience of 

play on a basic level. In a case study on the popular action game “Batman: Arkham City” 

(Rocksteady/Warner Bros. Interactive 2011) we will demonstrate how one such scenario, the 

‘hunter-prey scenario’, is not only expressed through the aesthetic quality of the game’s 

representational layer (in pictures and sound, the user interface and the game’s setting), but also 

how specific coping strategies are presented through the game’s goals, interaction rules and 

mechanics. 
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